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(54) A digital filter for real, complex and m-times multiplexed signals

(57) A digital filter of order N according to the
present invention consists of a modified filter of order 1
in which N filtercoefficients (an, 0≤n≤N-1) get periodi-
cally switched with a clock frequency (fc) that equals to
or is higher than the sampling rate (fS) of the filter to set
the filter periodically into N internal filter states in each
of which an internal output value is calculated before
outputting one sample of the output signal (d(1); e(1);
y(1)). This filter can filter real signals, IQ-multiplexed

signals or m-times multiplexed signals by just providing
the number of adders and multiplieres needed to design
a filter of order 1 for real signals and one more delay ele-
ment than needed to design the respective filter. Addi-
tionally the transfer function of the inventive filter can be
switched very easily by changing the used set of filter-
coefficients by just changing control signals.
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Description

[0001] This invention is concerned with the realization of a digital filter, in particular with the realization of a digital filter
of order N that can be used to filter real, complex or M-times multiplexed signals.
[0002] In the field of digital audio broadcasting, i. e. DAB, it is known to suppress the remaining parts 42 of the neigh-
bour channel in the complex baseband signal by digital lowpass filtering to extract only the DAB-signal 41, as it is shown
in figure 6. Therefore, a digital lowpass filter 43 receives the complex baseband signal  that has a
sampling rate of fS = 2.048 MHz and outputs the filtered complex baseband signal  that does not
comprise the remaining parts of a neighbour channel 42 in the same IQ-multiplex also with a sampling rate fs = 2.048
MHz.
[0003] Figure 7 shows such a lowpass filter 43 in detail. The first stage in the digital lowpass filter 43 is a demultiplexer
51 receiving the IQ-multiplexed complex baseband signal u(1) and outputting the inphase component and the quadra-
ture component. Each of these components is fed to a lowpass filter 52 for real signals where it gets filtered to be
recombined with a multiplexer 53 to become the IQ-multiplexed filtered signal w(1). Each of the digital lowpass filters 52
is realized by a parallel connection of an allpass filter 52a Nth order with a transfer function Hap,N(z) and a delay element
(N-1)th order 52b which output signals are combined with an adder 52c.
[0004] Figure 8 shows a possible realization of such a digital allpass filter 52a Nth order. It consists of N delay ele-
ments 610 to 61N-1 that are connected in series and respectively delay an incoming signal b(1) that can be the inphase
or the quadrature component in the above example and that is input to the first delay element 610 by one clock period
TS, N corresponding adders 650...65N-1 that respectively receive the input signal of a delay element 610...61N-1 as a
first input signal, N corresponding multipliers 640...64N-1 that respectively multiply the output signal of a corresponding
first adder 650...65N-1 with a corresponding filter coefficient a0...aN-1, N corresponding second adders 630...63N-1 that
are connected in series whereby the first adder 630 receives the output signal of the last delay element 61N-1 as its first
input signal, all other adders 631...63N-1 respectively receive the output signal of the respective preceding adder
630...63N-2 as its first input signal and the last adder 63N-1 outputs an output signal d(1) of the digital allpass filter 52a,
each of the adders 630...63N-1 receives as second input signal the output of a respective corresponding multiplier
640...64N-1 to add the respective first and second input signals, and N corresponding second delay elements 62N-

1...620 that are connected in series and respectively delay an incoming signal by one clock period TS whereby the first
delay element 62N-1 receives the output signal d(1) of the digital allpass filter 52a and the output signal of each delay
element 62N-1...620 is additionally input to a corresponding first adder 65N-1...650 as a second input signal to be sub-
tracted from the respective first input signal of said first adder 65N-1...650.
[0005] Such a recursive allpass filter having a transfer function shown in the following formula (1)

(1)

with

fs: sampling rate

can also be realized in different ways as it is known in the art, for example as it is disclosed by E. Schrüfer "Signalver-
arbeitung: numerische Verarbeitung digitaler Signale", 1990 Carl Hansa Verlag München Wien.
[0006] Figure 9 shows the realization of an allpass filter 3rd order according to the structure shown in figure 8. There-
fore, this allpass filter consists of three first delay elements 610 to 612, three corresponding first adders 650 to 652, three
corresponding multipliers 640 to 642, three corresponding second adders 630 to 632 and three corresponding second
delay elements 622 to 620, that means in total six delay elements, six adders and three multipliers. This allpass filter 3rd

order has the following transfer function (formula 2):

(2)

u(1) = u I(1) + ju Q(1)
w(1) = w I(1) + jw Q(1)

H ap,N(z)= D(z)
B(z)
----------- =

a 0z N+a 1z N-1+a 2z N-2+...+a N-1z+1

z N+a N-1z N-1+a N-2z N-2+a N-3z N-3+...+a 1z+a 0

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

z = e jΩ

Ω= 2πf
f s

---------

H ap,N(z)= D(z)
B(z)
----------- =

a 0z 3+a 1z 2+a 2z+1

z 3+a 2z 2+a 1z+a 0

-----------------------------------------------------
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with

fs: sampling rate.

[0007] Such allpass filters 52a can also be used for the design of lowpass and highpass filters as it is described in
Max Gerken et al. "On the design of recursive digital filters consisting of a parallel connection of allpass sections and
delay elements", AEÜ, vol. 49 (1995), No. 1, pages 1 to 11. Of course, it is also possible to design a digital bandpass
filter with the combination of a lowpass filter and a highpass filter.
[0008] It can be seen that such digital allpass filters can be generally employed for different filtering purposes. How-
ever, the realization of such allpass filters is quite costly since a big number of adders and multipliers have to be used.
[0009] Therefore, it is the object of the present invention to provide a digital filter of order N that needs less adders
and multipliers than state of the art filters. Furtheron, it is the object of the present invention to simplify the structure of
a digital filter that can filter IQ-multiplexed complex signals. The designed filter should be usable as highpass, lowpass
or allpass filter.
[0010] The objects of the present invention are achieved with a digital filter of order N that receives a M-times multi-
plexed input signal with a sampling rate fS and outputs a M-times multipieced output signal with said sampling rate fS
that is characterized by a modified allpass filter of order 1 in which N filter coefficients get periodically switched with a
clock frequency fc that equals to MgN-times said sampling rate fS to set the filter periodically into MgN internal filter
states in each of which an internal output value is calculated before outputting one complete sample of the M-times mul-
tiplexed output signal.
[0011] With this structure the digital filter of order N according to the present invention has several advantages. The
main advantage is that the realization costs can be reduced dramatically, since less adders and multipliers are needed
with the solution to switch the filter coefficients and calculate internal intermediate results with a higher clock frequency
than the sampling rate fS of the input or output signal before outputting one sample of the output signal. Furtheron, the
two digital filters for the inphase and quadrature component that are needed to filter an IQ-multiplexed signal can be
realized by one filter according to the present invention, again reducing the realization costs. Generally, one digital filter
of order N according to the present invention can filter M-times multiplexed signals without any additional multipliers or
adders, here one complete sample of the M-times multiplexed signal means all M values representing said signal at a
point of time, e.g. the values wI(1) and wQ(1) in case of a complex signal . Also, according to the
present invention a very easy changing of the transfer function of the filter can be realized by switching to different filter
coefficients or a different set of filter coefficients. Therefore, the filter can also be switched easily from one transfer func-
tion to another transfer function, e. g. from lowpass filter mode to highpass filter mode, with a different set of filter coef-
ficients. This leads not to increased realization costs, since the filtercoefficients get switched in any case.
[0012] Further preferable embodiments of the present invention are defined in dependent claims 2 to 14.
[0013] The present invention and its exemplatory advantageous preferred embodiments will be better understood
from the following detailed description in connection with the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of a digital allpass filter Nth order according to a first embodiment of the present
invention;

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of a digital allpass filter Nth order according to a second embodiment of the present
invention;

Figure 3 shows a block diagramm of a digital allpass filter Nth order for M-times multiplexed signals according to a
third embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 4 shows an alternative block diagramm of a digital allpass filter Nth order for M-times multiplexed signals
according to a fourth embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 5 shows a block diagram of a digital filter 3rd order according to a fifth embodiment of the present invention
that can be switched between lowpass and highpass mode;

Figure 6 shows a lowpass filter for the nearby selectivity in a DAB-receiver;
Figure 7 shows a block diagram of the nearby filter shown in figure 6;
Figure 8 shows a block diagram of an allpass filter Nth order according to the prior art; and
Figure 9 shows a block diagram of an allpass filter 3rd order according to the prior art.

[0014] Figure 1 shows a digital allpass filter Nth order according to a first embodiment of the present invention for fil-
tering a real signal b(1).

z = e jΩ

Ω= 2πf
f s

---------

w(1)=w I(1)+jw Q(1)
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[0015] This Nth order allpass filter is realized by a modified allpass filter 1st order that has a clock frequency fc that is
N-times the sampling rate fS of the input signal b(1), i. e. . It works in a way that N internal intermediate
results are calculated to produce an output sample of an output signal d(1). Therefore, the allpass filter according to the
first embodiment of the present invention consists of a feedback loop 5, two ring buffers 6 and 7, just one multiplier 8 in
which N filter coefficients get periodically switched with the clock frequency fc, just one first adder 10 and one second
adder 9 and one delay element 4 to properly provide the output signal d(1). It calculates in N clock cycles TC one output
sample of the allpass filter. Therefore, the allpass filter according to the first embodiment of the present invention proc-
esses in every clock cycle TC one filter coefficient an with 0 ≤ n ≤ N - 1. It follows that the modified allpass filter has N
different internal states and in every internal filter state another filter coefficient is processed.

[0016] The feedback loop 5 receives every intermediate internal output value of the filter provided at the output of said
second adder 9 and delays it with a delay element 5a for one clock cycle TC to provide it as a summand to the second
adder 9 to be added to the result of the next internal filter state so that after N different internal filter states all N inter-
mediate internal output values are added up to the next output sample of the output signal d(1) of the allpass filter of
order N. The summand to be added to the result of the first internal filter state is the input sample b(1-N). The ring buffer
7 provides for every internal filter state the filter input sample of the input signal b as a summand to said first adder 10
that corresponds to the respective coefficient aN-1,...,a1, a0 that gets actually processed. The other ring buffer 6 pro-
vides for every internal filter state the allpass filter output sample d as a subtrahend to said first adder 10 that corre-
sponds to said respective coefficient aN-1,..., a0. The output signal of said first adder 10 is provided to said multiplier 8
that switches the filter coefficient with every clock cycle TC. The output signal of the multiplier 8 is provided as a sum-
mand to said second adder 9 that adds up all results of the internal filter states. The Nth internal output value output by
said adder 9 is hold at the output of the allpass filter according to the present invention by the delay element 4 with LE,
i. e. latch enable, input beginning in the state N for the next N clock cycles TC, i. e. one sampling clock cycle TS.
[0017] The delay element 5 and all delay elements described in the following are outputting one stored value and
reading one value to be stored in one clock cycle TC, exept for the delay element 4 that reads one value in N clock
cycles TC and holds it for N clock cycles TC. The output order is the same as the input order and the total delay depends
on the storing capacity of the respective delay element.
[0018] The first ring buffer 7 comprises a delay element 7a that can store N-1 sampling values and therefore delays
all input sampling values by N-1 clock cycles TC before outputting them and an input switch S0 having a first fixed ter-
minal S00 that receives the input signal b(1), a second fixed terminal S01 that is connected to the output of said delay
element 7a and a movable terminal that is connected to an input of said delay element 7a and a first output 7c of said
first ring buffer 7. Said movable terminal makes contact with said first fixed terminal S00 in every Nth internal filter state
and with said second fixed terminal S01 in all other internal filter states. Furtheron, said first ring buffer 7 comprises a
second output 7b which is connected to the output of said delay element 7a. Therefore, in the Nth internal filter state a
new input sample of the input signal b(1) is written to the ring buffer 7 and in all other internal filter states the stored
input samples are periodically switched through.
[0019] The first output 7c of said first ring buffer 7 provides for every internal filter state the filter input sample of the
filter input signal b that corresponds to the coefficient aN-1,..., a0 that gets actually processed. It is connected to a first
adder 10 so that the ring buffer 7 provides the respective filter input sample that corresponds to the coefficient aN-1,...,
a0 as a first input signal to said adder 10. The output signal of said adder 10 is led to said multiplier 8 that multiplies it
with the corresponding filter coefficient aN-1,..., a0 before feeding it as a summand to a first input of a second adder 9
that provides the internal output value of said digital allpass filter Nth order according to the first embodiment of the
present invention.
[0020] The input sample b(1-N) corresponds to the "internal output value zero" when calculating the first internal out-
put value. This sample b(1-N) is provided by said first ring buffer 7 by delaying said second output 7b by one clock cycle
TC. To provide this functionality, the second output 7d of said first ring buffer 7 is connected to a first fixed terminal S10
of a switch S1 that has a movable terminal connected to said delay element 5a of said feedback loop 5. The output of
said delay element 5a is connected to a second input of said second adder 9 that provides the internal output value in
every internal filter state as its output signal. Said moveable terminal of said switch S1 makes contact to said first fixed
terminal S10 only in every Nth internal filter state. In every other internal filter state said moveable terminal of said switch
S1 makes contact with a second fixed terminal S11 of said switch S1 which is connected to the output of said second
adder 9 and realises said feedback loop 5.
[0021] The second ring buffer 6 comprises a first delay element 6a that can store one sampling value and delays it by
one clock period TC before outputting it having its output connected to a output 6c of said second ring buffer 6, a second
delay element 6b that can store N sampling values and therefore delays all input sampling values by N clock periods
TC before outputting them having its input connected to the output of said first delay element 6a, and an input switch S2
having a first fixed terminal S20 that receives each internal output value of said digital allpass filter according to the first
embodiment of the present invention, a second fixed terminal S21 that is connected to an output of said second delay
element 6b and a moveable terminal that is connected to an input of said first delay element 6a of said second ring
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buffer 6. Like the first ring buffer 7 also the second ring buffer 6 reads a new ring buffer input sample in internal filter
state N. Therefore, the input switch S2 of the second ring buffer 6 switches only in the internal filter state N to the first
fixed terminal S20 and in all other internal filter states to said second fixed terminal S21.

[0022] As mentioned above, the output 6c of said second ring buffer 6 is connected as second input to said first adder
10 so that all output sampling values of the second ring buffer 6 are provided as a subtrahend to said first adder 10 to
be subtracted from the respective input sample also provided to said first adder 10 via the first output 7c of said first ring
buffer 7.
[0023] The functionality of the ring buffers can best be explained by way of an example, e. g. for an allpass filter 3rd

order, i. e. N=3. Therefore, the delay element 7a of the first ring buffer 7 has a capacity to store N-1=3-1=2 input sam-
ples that are each delayed by N-1=3-1=2 clock cycles or clock periods TC. As the filter order is chosen for this example
to N=3 the digital allpass filter according to the first embodiment of the present invention has three different internal filter
states that are state 1, 2 and 3. These internal filter states are existing for every filter input sample b(1) supplied to the
digital allpass filter. The following table 1 shows the states of the allpass filter 3rd order according to the first embodiment
of the present invention for four input samples with the corresponding coefficients a2 to a0, the state of the input switch
S0 of the first ring buffer 7, the ring buffer output samples at the first output 7c and the second output 7b, the state of
the switch S1 and the output of the delay element 5b. Output samples of the delay element 5b that are unimportant for
the functionality of said first ring buffer are marked with dc, i.e. dont care.

[0024] It can be seen that the ring buffer provides at its first output 7c in state 1 that delayed input sample b(1-N+1),
here the delayed input sample b(1-2), that must be multiplied with the coefficient a2, in state 2 the delayed input sample
b(1-N+2), here the delayed input sample b(1-1), that must be multiplied with the coefficient a1 and in state 3 the delayed
input sample b(1-N+3), here the input sample b(1), that must be multiplied with the coefficient a0. Furtheron, it can be
seen that the first ring buffer 7 provides at its second output 7b in internal filter state 3 always the filter input sample
delayed by N-1 clock periods TS, i. e. the filter input sample b(1-N+1). It can also be seen that the output of the delay
element 5b provides in internal filter state 1 always the filter input sample b(1-N) which is used as the "internal output
value zero".
[0025] In general, the first ring buffer 7 provides at its first output 7c in state 1 always the oldest of the N latest (stored)
filter input samples, i. e. the filter input sample b(1-N+1), in state 2 the second oldest of the N latest (stored) filter input
samples, i. e. the filter input sample b(1-N+2) and so on. In state N the first ring buffer 7 provides at its first output 7c
the latest (newest) input sample, i. e. the filter input sample b(1).
[0026] As stated above, the second ring buffer 6 provides at its output 6c for every internal filter state the allpass filter
output sample d that corresponds to the coefficient aN-1,...,a0 that gets processed in a corresponding internal filter state.
The input switch S2 of the second ring buffer 6 switches only in the state N to the input port S20 so that in state N a new
ring buffer input sample is written to the second ring buffer 6. Table 2 shows an example of the input and output samples
of the second ring buffer 6 for a digital allpass filter of order N=3 according to the first embodiment of the present inven-
tion. Input samples that do not care since the moveable terminal of the input switch S2 of the second ring buffer 6 is not
connected to its first fixed terminal S20 are marked by dc. The allpass filter output sample d(1) corresponds to the all-
pass filter input sampel b(1), i. e. is outputted when the allpass filter input sample b(1) is inputted.
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[0027] It can be seen that the second ring buffer 6 provides in internal filter state 1 always the one sampling clock
period TS delayed latest filter output sample d(1-1), in internal filter state 2 the one sampling clock period TS delayed
second latest filter output sample d(1-2) and so on. In state N the second ring buffer 6 provides at its output 6c the one
sampling clock period TS delayed oldest of the N latest filter output samples d(1-N).
[0028] The difference of the first ring buffer 7 and the second ring buffer 6 is that the first ring buffer 7 provides at its
first output 7c in internal filter state 1 always the oldest of the N latest ring buffer input samples b(1-N+1) and the second
ring buffer 6 provides in said state always the newest of the ring buffer input samples d(1-1).
[0029] From Tables 1 and 2 it can clearly be seen that for example d(4)=d(1)+a2

. This corresponds to the output resulting from the state of the art digital
allpass filter 3rd order shown in figure 9 and its transfer function defined in formula 2.
[0030] Figure 2 shows a second embodiment of the digital allpass filter Nth order according to the present invention
that is adapted for the filtering of complex signals. The shown filter replaces the demultiplexer 51, both filters 52a and
the multiplexer 53 of the circuit shown in figure 7. Therefore, the filter input signal u(1) is the multiplex of the inphase
and quadrature component of a complex signal.

[0031] The digital allpass filter Nth order according to the second embodiment of the present invention shown in figure
2 processes the inphase and the quadrature component of the complex signal u(1) in one sampling clock period TS.
Therefore, the digital filter Nth order according to the second embodiment of the present invention has 2gN different
internal states, i. e. N internal filter states for the calculation of the filtered inphase component and N different internal
filter states for the calculation of the filtered quadrature component. Therefore, the clock frequency fc of this embodi-
ment has to be chosen to .
[0032] Apart from the different clock frequency fc the differences in between the first and the second embodiments of
the present invention are that the delay element 7a of the first ring buffer 7 can now store 2N-1 input samples and delays
all input samples respectively for 2N-1 clock periods TC, the moveable terminal of the input switch S0 of the first ring
buffer 7 switches to its first fixed terminal S00 every Nth and every 2Nth internal filter state and to its second fixed termi-
nal S01 in all other internal filter states, the moveable terminal of the switch S1 switches to its first fixed terminal S10
also every Nth and 2Nth internal filter state and to its second fixed terminal S11 in all other internal filter states, the first
delay element 6a of the second ring buffer 6 can store N+1 input samples and delays them respectively for N+1 clock
periods TC and the moveable terminal of the input switch S2 of the second ring buffer 6 makes contact to its first fixed
terminal S20 in every Nth and every 2Nth internal filter state and to its second fixed terminal S21 in all other internal filter
states. Also, the delay element 4 holds the Nth and the 2Nth internal filter states with LE (latch enable) input respectively
for the next N clock periods TC, i. e. one half sampling clock period TS.
[0033] In the second embodiment also N different filter coefficients aN-1,..., a0 are switched to process one of these
filter coefficients in every internal filter state. Therefore, within one sampling clock period TS every filter coefficient will
be needed twice, once for the calculation of the inphase component and once for the calculation of the quadrature com-
ponent.
[0034] Although the modified allpass filter consists again of the feedback loop 5 and two ring buffers 6 and 7 it realizes
two allpass filters of order N as shown in figures 7 and 8, i. e. one for the inphase component and one for the quadrature
component. The digital allpass filter Nth order for complex signals according to the second embodiment of the present
invention processes in the first N cycles the inphase component of the complex input signal uI(1) and in the next N
cycles the quadrature component uQ(1) of the complex input signal to calculate in 2N clock cycles TC one complex out-
put sample . It has different ring buffers 6 and 7 and works with a different clock frequency fc than

g(b(2)- d(3))+a 1g(b(3)-d(2))+a 0g(b(4)-d(1))

u(1)=u I(1)+ju Q(1), multiplexed

f c=2gNgf S

e(1)=e I(1)+je Q(1)
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the digital allpass filter according to the first embodiment of the present invention, but it is also realized with only two
adders and one multiplier.

[0035] As the second embodiment of the present invention basically works as the first embodiment of the present
invention described above and there are only small differences in between the first and the second embodiment an in-
depth description of the second embodiment can be omitted.
[0036] In the first N clock periods TC the feedback loop 5 adds the one clock period TC delayed output sample of the
second output 7b of the first ring buffer 7 in internal filter state 1, i. e. uI(1-N), and the N output samples of the coefficient
multiplication of the inphase component up to the inphase component eI(1) of the complex output signal

 of the digital allpass filter Nth order according to the second embodiment of the present invention.
In the next N clock cycles TC the feedback loop 5 performs the same operation for the quadrature component eQ(1) of
the complex allpass filter output signal e(1). As stated above, to perform this operation the switch S1 switches in internal
filter states N and 2N to its first fixed terminal S10 and in all other states to its second fixed terminal S11. The output
samples eI(1) and eQ(1) of the feedback loop are hold at the output of the digital allpass filter Nth order according to the
second embodiment of the present invention by the delay element 4 with LE input beginning in state N and 2N for the
next N clock cycles.
[0037] The first ring buffer 7 provides for every internal filter state the respective filter input sample that corresponds
to one of the filter coefficients aN-1,..., a0. Therefore, the input switch S0 of the ring buffer switches in states N and 2N
to its first fixed terminal S00 so that in state N the inphase component uI(1) of the multiplexed complex input signal u(1)
is written into the first ring buffer 7 and in state 2N the quadrature component uQ(1) of the complex input signal u(1) is
written into the first ring buffer 7.
[0038] As explained above in connection with the first embodiment according to the present invention, i. e. the digital
allpass filter Nth order for real signals, the first ring buffer 7 according to the second embodiment of the present invention
will also be explained by way of an example with a digital allpass filter 3rd order for complex signals. Therefore, the dig-
ital allpass filter has 2N=2g3=6 different internal states, here state 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. The following table 3 shows the
filter input samples u(1), the internal filter state, the corresponding filter coefficient to be processed, the state of the
input switch S0 of the first ring buffer 7, the ring buffer output sample at the first output 7c and at the second output 7b,
the state of the switch S1 and the output sample of the delay element 5b.
[0039] The first ring buffer 7 provides at its first output 7c in state 1 always the inphase sample uI(1-N+1) of the N
latest inphase filter input samples and in state N+1 the oldest quadrature sample uQ(1-N+1) of the N latest quadrature
filter input samples, in state 2 always the second oldest inphase sample uI(1-N+2) of the N latest filter inphase samples
and in state N+2 the second oldest quadrature sample uQ(1-N+2) of the N latest quadrature filter input samples and so
forth.
[0040] The second output 7b of the first ring buffer 7 provides in state N always the filter input sample uQ(1-N), in the
above example uQ(1-3), and in state 2N the filter input sample uI(1-N+1), in the above example uI(1-2). This output sig-
nals are delayed by the delay element 5b by one clock cycle TC so that the output of the delay element 5b provides in
internal filter state 1 always the filter input sample uI(1-N) and in state N+1 always the filter input sample uQ(1-N) which
are used as the "internal output values zero".

e(1)=e I(1)+je Q(1)
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[0041] The second ring buffer 6 provides in internal filter state 1 always the one sampling clock period TS delayed
latest filter output sample eI(1-1) and in state N+1 the one sampling clock period TS delayed latest quadrature filter out-
put sample eQ(1-1), in state 2 always the one sampling clock period TS delayed second latest inphase filter output sam-
ple eI(1-2) and in internal filter state N+2 the one sampling clock period TS delayed second latest quadrature filter output
sample eQ(1-2) and so on. Therefore, the input switch S2 of the second ring buffer 6 switches in states N and 2N to its
fixed terminal S20 so that in state N the inphase component eI(1) of the multiplexed complex allpass filter output signal
e(1) is written into the second ring buffer 6 and in state 2N the quadrature component eQ(1) is written into the second
ring buffer 6. In all other internal filter states the input switch S2 of the second ring buffer 6 switches to its second fixed
terminal S21.
Table 4 shows an example for the input and output samples of the second ring buffer 6 and the state of its input switch
S2 in every internal filter state for a plurality of ring buffer input samples , i. e. filter output samples
e(1). Ring buffer input samples that do not care, since the moveable terminal of the input switch S2 is connected to its
second fixed terminal S21 are marked by dc.

e(1)=e I(1)+je Q(1)
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[0042] Figure 3 shows the realization of an allpass filter Nth order for multiplexed signals with higher multiplex order
than 2 according to a third embodiment of the present invention. The multiplex order M is M=1 for real signals and M=2
for complex signals. Figure 3 shows an allpass realization for Mth order multiplexed signals.
[0043] The clock frequency fc is defined by M g N times the sampling frequency fs, i.e. . Therefore,
the filter has M g N internal filter states.
[0044] Apart from the different clock frequency fc the differences in between the second and the third embodiments
of the present invention are that the delay element 7a of the first ring buffer 7 can now store MN-1 input samples and
delays all input samples respectively for MN-1 clock periods TC, the moveable terminal of the input switch S0 of the first
ring buffer 7 switches to its first fixed terminal S00 every Nth, 2Nth, ... and every MNth internal filter state and to its sec-
ond fixed terminal S01 in all other internal filter states, the moveable terminal of the switch S1 switches to its first fixed
terminal S10 also every Nth, 2Nth, ... and every MNth internal filter state and to its second fixed terminal S11 in all other
internal filter states, the first delay element 6a of the second ring buffer 6 can store (M-1)N+1 input samples and delays
them respectively for (M-1)N+1 clock periods TC and the moveable terminal of the input switch S2 of the second ring
buffer 6 makes contact to its first fixed terminal S20 in every Nth, 2Nth, ... and every MNth internal filter state and to its
second fixed terminal S21 in all other internal filter states. Like in the first and second embodiments, the coefficients are
switched beginning from internal filter state 1 in the order aN-1, aN-2, ..., a1, a0, aN-1, aN-2, ... . Also, the delay element 4
holds the Nth, 2Nth, ... and every MNth internal filter states with LE (latch enable) input respectively for the next N clock
cycles TC, i. e. one Mth sampling clock period TS.
[0045] As the third embodiment of the present invention basically works as the second embodiment of the present
invention described above and there are only small differences in between the second and the third embodiments an
indepth description of the third embodiment can be omitted.
[0046] Figure 4 shows an alternative realization of an allpass filter Nth order according a fourth embodiment of to the
present invention. The difference in-between the realization shown in figure 3 and the alternative realization of figure 4
is that the ring buffer 6 shown in figure 3 is replaced by ring buffer 7 of figure 3 with the first output 7c being omitted and
the ring buffer 7 shown in figure 3 is replaced by a ring buffer 11.
[0047] The ring buffer 11 consists basically of a modified ring buffer 6 as it is shown in figure 3 with modified delay
times and capacities of the delay elements and modified outputs. The ring buffer 11 comprises a first delay element 11a
that can store (M-1)N sampling values and respectively delays them by (M-1)N clock periods TC before outputting them
having its output connected to a second output 11b of said ring buffer 11, a second delay element 11d that can store
N+1 sampling values and therefore delays all input sampling values by N+1 clock periods TC before outputting them
having its input connected to the output of said first delay element 11a, and an input switch S2 having a first fixed ter-
minal S20 that receives each input value to said digital allpass filter according to the fourth embodiment of the present
invention, a second fixed terminal S21 that is connected to an output of said second delay element 11d and a moveable
terminal that is connected to an input of said first delay element 11a of said second ring buffer 11 and a first output 11c

f c = M g N g f s
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of said ring buffer 11.

[0048] In this alternative allpass realization, an additional delay element 12 having a delay time of one clock cycle TC
must be placed between the output 7b of the ring buffer 7 and the first adder 10. So the realization costs are increased
compared to the allpass realization shown in figure 3.
[0049] Due to the replacement of ring buffer 6 as shown in figure 3 with ring buffer 7 as shown in figure 3 and ring
buffer 7 as shown in figure 3 with a ring buffer 11 the order of the coefficient multiplication has to be changed as well.
Unlike in the first three embodiments, the coefficients are switched beginning from internal filter state 1 in the order a0,
a1, ..., aN-2, aN-1, a0, a1, ... .
[0050] As in the third embodiment of the present invention, the clock frequency fc is defined by M g N times the sam-
pling frequency fs, i.e. . Therefore, the filter also has M g N internal filter states.
[0051] The moveable terminal of the input switch S0 switches to its first fixed terminal S00 every Nth, 2Nth, ... and
every MNth internal filter state and to its second fixed terminal S01 in all other internal filter states, the moveable termi-
nal of the switch S1 switches to its first fixed terminal S10 also every 1st, (N+1)th, (2N+1)th ... and every ((M-1)N+1)th

internal filter state and to its second fixed terminal S11 in all other internal filter states and the moveable terminal of the
input switch S2 makes contact to its first fixed terminal S20 in every Nth, 2Nth, ... and every MNth internal filter state and
to its second fixed terminal S21 in all other internal filter states. Also, the delay element 4 holds the Nth, 2Nth, ... and
every MNth internal filter states with LE (latch enable) input respectively for the next N clock cycles TC, i. e. one Mth sam-
pling clock period TS.
[0052] As the fourth embodiment of the present invention basically works as the third embodiment of the present
invention described above and there are only small differences in between the fourth and the third embodiments an in-
depth description of the fourth embodiment can be omitted.
[0053] Figure 5 shows a digital filter 3rd order for a complex input signal according to a fifth embodiment of the present
invention. According to the fifth embodiment of the present invention it is possible to change the transfer function of the
allpass filter for complex signals by changing the coefficient set an, 0≤n≤N-1, to another coefficient set ãn, 0≤n≤N-1 with-
out additional realization costs. In the shown example the transfer function of the digital allpass filter can be switched
between lowpass and highpass mode. This lowpass/highpass filter consists of a parallel connection of a 3rd order all-
pass filter for complex signals as described in the second embodiment of the present invention, see figure 2, and 2nd

order delay elements, as it is shown in figure 7. Therefore, the digital filter according to the fifth embodiment of the
present invention can replace the whole circuitry shown in figure 7.
[0054] For the reason of the parallel connection of the digital allpass filter and the delay elements of order N-1 the first
ring buffer 7 comprises not only one first delay element 7a but two first delay elements 7a1 and 7a2. The delay element
7a2 has the order N-1 and the delay element 7a1 has the order N so that in total a order 2N-1 is achieved, i. e. the order
of the first delay element 7a of the first ring buffer 7 according to the second embodiment of the present invention.
Therefore, by only inserting a tap at a predetermined position in the first delay element 7a of the first ring buffer 7a third
output 7d of the first ring buffer 7 is created to realize the parallel connection of the digital allpass filter with the delay
element to design a lowpass or highpass filter. Therefore, nearly no additional realization costs are generated for the
realization of a highpass or lowpass filter with the help of an allpass filter according to the present invention. The output
samples of the third output 7d have to be combined with the output of the digital allpass filter to achieve a digital lowpass
or highpass filter, e. g. both outputs have to be added to realize a lowpass filter or the output samples of the third output
7d have to be subtracted from the output of the digital allpass filter to realize a highpass filter.
[0055] In the example shown in figure 5 the coefficients a0, a1, a2 of the allpass filter are designed in a way that the
resulting lowpass filter of the parallel connection of the allpass filter and the delay element performs the nearby selec-
tivity of a complex DAB-baseband signal, as it is explained in the example shown in figure 6. The filter has an almost
linear phase response in the passband and a neighbour channel suppression of more than 42dB. The coefficients are
quantized in a way that they can be realized easily by shift and add operations. The coefficient set a0, a1, a2 for lowpass
filter mode is listed in table 5.

[0056] In highpass filter mode the coefficients of the allpass filter ã0, ã1, ã2 are designed in the way that an anti-aliaz-
ing filter for the sampling rate decimation of a frequency modulated broadcast signal is achieved. The filter has an
almost linear phase response in the passband. The coefficients are quantisized in a way that can be realized with the
same hardware elements that are needed for the realization of the coefficient set a0, a1, a2 for the lowpass filter mode.
The coefficient set ã0, ã1, ã2 for the highpass filter mode is listed in table 6:

Table 5

a0 a1 a2

-0,25 0,25 0,9375

f c = M g N g f s
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[0057] These two different coefficient sets are realized by shift and add/sub operations.
[0058] By splitting the second adder 9 into two adders 9a and 9b to realize the coeffident sets by shift and add/sub
operations, the lowpass/highpass filter for complex signals consisting of a parallel connection of allpass filters and delay
elements shown in figure 7 is realized by a moveable connection of the output 7d of the first ring buffer 7 with the input
of the second adder 9b.
[0059] The coefficient sets are realized with the switches S3 and S4 respectively having a moveable terminal and 3
fixed terminals and two shift registers 8a and 8b one having a shift value 2 and the other one a shift value 4. The output
of the first adder 10 is connected to the first shift register 8a having the shift value 4 which is connected to the first fixed
terminal S30 of the first selection switch S3. The output of the first adder 10 is furtheron connected to the first fixed ter-
minal S40 of the second selection switch S4 and the second shift register having a shift value 2 which is connected to
the second fixed terminal S41 of the second selection switch S4 and the third fixed terminal S32 of the first selection
switch S3. Furtheron, the third output 7d of the first ring buffer 7 is connected to the third fixed terminal S42 of the sec-
ond selection switch S4. The second adder 9a is connected to the output of the delay element 5a and the moveable
terminal of the first selection switch S3 with the signals coming from the first selection switch S3 being subtracted from
the signals coming from the delay element 5a. The output signal of this second adder 9a is the input of the third adder
9b from which the output signals of the second selection switch S4 are subtracted or to which they are added. The
resulting signal, i. e. the output signal of the third adder 9b, is fed to the delay element 4 and the feedback loop 5. The
output of the second adder 9a is also input to the second ring buffer 6.
[0060] The second shift register 8b performs a shift with the shift value 2, this corresponds to a multiplication with the
factor 2-2=0,25. In the same way the first shift register 8a performs a shift with the shift value 4 which corresponds to a
multiplication with the factor 2-4=0,0625.
[0061] The coefficient set a0, a1, a2 for lowpass mode and the coefficient set ã0, ã1, ã2 for highpass mode are realized
by shift and add operations with the two shift registers 8a and 8b and the selection switches S3 and S4. Additionally,
the second selection switch S4 switches in states N, here in state 3, to the delayed input sample uI(1-N+1), here uI(1-
2) and in internal filter state 2N, here in internal filter state 6, to the delayed input sample uQ(1-N+1), here uQ(1-2), so
that the N-1 samples delayed input signals uI(1-N+1) and uQ(1-N+1), here the 2 samples delayed input signals uI(1-2)
and uQ(1-2), are added/subtracted to the output of the two allpass filters for the inphase and quadrature component. So
the structure shown in figure 5 realizes two real lowpass/highpass filters consisting of the parallel connection of a 3rd

order allpass filter and a 2nd order delay element as it is shown in figure 7.
[0062] Table 7 shows the state of all switches S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, the latch enable of the delay element 4 with LE input
and the state of the third adder 9b which can be switched between add- and sub-mode for every of the 2N=6 different
internal filter states. The latch enable of the delay element 4 is active high as in the embodiments described before.

[0063] The same is shown in case of highpass mode in table 8:

Table 6

ã0 ã1 ã2

-0,0625 0,25 0,75

Table 7

State 1 2 3 4 5 6

S0 1 1 0 1 1 0

S1 1 1 0 1 1 0

S2 1 1 0 1 1 0

S3 0 1 2 0 1 2

S4 0 1 2 0 1 2

LE 0 0 1 0 0 1

+/- add add add add add add
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[0064] Of course, such a modification of the allpass filter to directly realize a lowpass or highpass filter or to realize
one of the filters mentioned above with or without a switchable set of coefficients is also possible with the digital allpass
filter according to the first, third and fourth embodiment of the present invention.

Claims

1. Digital filter of order N receiving a M-times multiplexed input signal (b(1); u(1); v(1)) with a sampling rate (fS) and
outputting a M-times multiplexed output signal (d(1); e(1); y(1)) with said sampling rate (fS), characterized by a
modified filter of order 1 in which N filtercoefficients (an, 0≤n≤N-1) get periodidically switched with a clock frequency
(fc) that equals to MgN-times said sampling rate (fS) to set the filter periodically into MgN internal filter states in
each of which an internal output value is calculated before outputting one complete sample of the M-times multi-
plexed output signal (d(1); e(1); y(1)).

2. Filter according to claim 1, characterized in that each aNth internal output value, a represents all positive integers
with 0<a≤M, represents one sample of the output signal (d(1); e(1); y(1)).

3. Filter according to claim 1 or 2, characterized by a feedback loop (5) receiving the internal output value of the filter
in every internal filter state, delaying it by one clock period (TC) of said clock frequency (fc) and outputting it for the
calculation of the next internal output value.

4. Filter according to anyone of claims 1 to 3, characterized by a delay element (4) holding every aNth internal output
value, a represents all positive integers with 0<a≤M, of the filter for a period of N clock periods (TC) of said clock
frequency (fc) to output the output signal (d(1); e(1); y(1)).

5. Filter according to anyone of claims 1 to 4, characterized by

a first ringbuffer (7; 11) receiving the input signal (b(1); u(1); v(1)) with said sampling rate (fS) and respectively
outputting the corresponding input samples needed to calculate an internal filter state with said clock fre-
quency (fc); and
a second ringbuffer (6; 7) receiving the internal output values of the filter in every internal filter state and
respectively outputting the corresponding internal output value needed to calculate a next internal filter state
with said clock frequency (fc).

6. Filter according to claim 5, characterized in that said first ringbuffer (7) comprises

a delay element (7a) that can store MN-1 sampling values and delays all input sampling values by MN-1 sam-
pling periods (TS) of said sampling rate (fS) before outputting them;
an input switch (S0) having a first fixed terminal (S00) that receives the input signal (b(1); u(1); v(1)), a second
fixed terminal (S01) that is connected to an output of said delay element (7a) and a moveable terminal that is
connected to an input of said delay element (7a) and a first output (7c) of said first ringbuffer (7), wherein said
moveable terminal is connected with said first fixed terminal (S00) in every aNth internal filter state, a repre-
sents all positive integers with 0<a≤M, and with said second fixed terminal (S01) in all other internal filter

Table 8

State 1 2 3 4 5 6

S0 1 1 0 1 1 0

S1 1 1 0 1 1 0

S2 1 1 0 1 1 0

S3 2 1 0 2 1 0

S4 0 1 2 0 1 2

LE 0 0 1 0 0 1

+/- add add sub add add sub
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states; and

a second output (7b) that is connected to the output of said delay element (7a).

7. Filter according to claim 6, characterized in that

said first ringbuffer (7) comprIses a third output (7d) connected to a tap of said delay element (7a) providing a
N-1 clock periods (TC) of said clock frequency (fc) delayed input sampling value, and by
an adder/subtracter provided to add or subtract the samples output from said third output (7d) of said first ring-
buffer to/from every - aNth internal output value to realize a lowpass or highpass filter, a represents all positive
integers with 0<a≤M.

8. Filter according to claim 7, characterized in that said delay element (7a) comprises

a first delay element (7a1) that can store (M-1)N sampling values and delays all input sampling values by (M-
1)N clock periods (TC) of said clock frequency (fc) before outputting them having its input connected to said
third output (7d) of said first ringbuffer (7) and its output connected to said second output (7b) of said first ring-
buffer (7), and
a second delay element (7a2) that can store N-1 sampling values and delays all input sampling values by N-1
clock periods (TC) of said clock frequency (fc) before outputting them having its input connected to said first
output (7c) of said first ringbuffer (7) and its output connected to said third output (7d) of said first ringbuffer (7).

9. Filter according to anyone of claims 5 to 8, characterized in that said second ringbuffer (6) comprises

a first delay element (6a) that can store (M-1)N+1 sampling values and delays all input sampling values by (M-
1)N+1 clock periods (TC) of said clock frequency (fc) before outputting them having its output connected to a
output (6c) of said second ringbuffer (6);
a second delay element (6b) that can store N sampling values and delays all input sampling values by N clock
periods (TC) of said clock frequency (fc) before outputting them having its input connected to the output of said
first delay element (6a); and
a switch (S2) having a first fixed terminal (S20) that receives the internal output value, a second fixed terminal
(S21) that is connected to an output of said second delay element (6b) and a moveable terminal that is con-
nected to an input of said first delay element (6a), wherein said moveable terminal is connected with said first
fixed terminal (S20) in every aNth internal filter state, a represents all positive integers with 0<a≤M, and with
said second fixed terminal (S21) in all other internal filter states.

10. Filter according to claim 5, characterized in that said first ringbuffer (11) comprises

a delay element (11a) that can store (M-1)N sampling values and delays all input sampling values by (M-1)N
clock periods (TC) of said clock frequency (fc) before outputting them;
a further delay element (11d) that can store N+1 sampling values and delays all input sampling values by N+1
clock periods (TC) of said clock frequency (fc) before outputting them having its input connected to the output
of said delay element (11a);
an input switch (S2) having a first fixed terminal (S20) that receives the input signal (v(1)), a second fixed ter-
minal (S21) that is connected to an output of said further delay element (11d) and a moveable terminal that is
connected to an input of said delay element (11a) and a first output (11c) of said first ringbuffer (11), wherein
said moveable terminal is connected with said first fixed terminal (S20) in every ((a-1)N+1)th internal filter state,
a represents all positive integers with 0<a≤M, and with said second fixed terminal (S21) in all other internal fil-
ter states; and
a second output (11b) that is connected to the output of said delay element (11a).

11. Filter according to claim 5 or 10, characterized in that said second ringbuffer (7) comprises

a delay element (7a) that can store MN-1 sampling values and delays all input sampling values by MN-1 clock
periods (TC) of said clock frequency (fc) before outputting them having its output connected to a output (7b) of
said second ringbuffer (7); and
a switch (S0) having a first fixed terminal (S00) that receives the internal output value, a second fixed terminal
(S01) that is connected to the output of said delay element (7a) and a moveable terminal that is connected to
an input of said delay element (7a), wherein said moveable terminal is connected with said first fixed terminal
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(S00) in every aNth internal filter state, a represents all positive integers with 0<a≤M, and with said second fixed
terminal (S01) in all other internal filter states; and in that

said output (7b) of said second ringbuffer (7) is directly connected to a delay element that can store one sam-
pling value and delays all input samples by one clock period (TC) of said clock frequency (fc).

12. Filter according to anyone of claims 5 to 11, characterized by

a first adder (10) receiving a kth first ringbuffer (7; 11) output sample, 0< k≤MN, and a kth second ringbuffer (6;
7) output sample to output the difference inbetween said kth first ringbuffer (7; 11) output sample and said kth

second ringbuffer (6; 7) output sample;
a multiplier (8) receiving the difference inbetween said kth first ringbuffer (7; 11) output sample and said kth sec-
ond ringbuffer (6; 7) output sample calculated by said first adder (10) and multiplying it with a corresponding
one of said N filter coefficients (an, 0≤n≤N-1) that get periodidically switched with said clock frequency (fc); and
a second adder (9) receiving the N samples of the sampling rate (fS) delayed input sample in each ((a-1)N+1)th

internal filter state, a represents all positive integers with 0<a≤M, and in all other internal filter states the [k-1]th

internal output value of the filter to add thereto the multiplied difference inbetween said kth first ringbuffer (7;
11) output sample and said kth second ring buffer (6; 7) output sample calculated by said multiplier (8) to cal-
culate the kth internal output value of the filter.

13. Filter according to anyone of claims 1 to 12, characterized in that M equals to one to filter a real input signal (b(1)).

14. Filter according to anyone of claims 1 to 12, characterized in that M equals to two to filter a complex IQ-multi-
plexed input signal (u(1)).
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